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Abstract
Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM or NSOM) is the technique with the highest lateral optical resolution available today, while
infrared (IR) spectroscopy has a high chemical specificity. Combining SNOM with a tunable IR source produces a unique tool, IR-SNOM,
capable of imaging distributions of chemical species with a 100 nm spatial resolution. We present in this paper boron nitride (BN) thin
film images, where IR-SNOM shows the distribution of hexagonal and cubic phases within the sample. Exciting potential applications in
biophysics and medical sciences are illustrated with SNOM images of the distribution of different chemical species within cells. We present
in this article images with resolutions of the order of λ/60 with SNOM working with infrared light. With our SNOM setup, we routinely get
optical resolutions between 50 and 150 nm, regardless of the wavelength of the light used to illuminate the sample.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the 1870s, Ernst Abbe demonstrated, closely fol-
lowed by Lord Rayleigh, that, due to the diffraction,
the lens-based microscopes are limited in their resolu-
tion to no better than λ/2n sin θ (λ being the wavelength
of the light used to illuminate the object, n the refrac-
tive index of the medium, and θ the aperture half-angle
of the optical system) [1–4]. Therefore, the best resolu-
tion achievable using visible light with conventional micro-
scopes is around 300 nm. The diffraction limit is even
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more troublesome with the relatively long wavelengths
of the infrared light, limiting the resolution to several
microns.
Many microscopy techniques (scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM), etc.) were developed in
order to overcome this limit. Still, none of these microscopy
techniques is capable of gathering optical information about
the sample. SNOM is a purely optical microscopy technique,
which allows us to form images with resolution well beyond
the diffraction limit [3–9]. We will present in this article
images with resolutions of the order of λ/60 with SNOM
working with infrared light. With our SNOM setup, we
routinely get optical resolutions between 50 and 150 nm,
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regardless of the wavelength of the light used to illuminate
the sample [4,10–12].
2. SNOM fundamentals
With a conventional microscope (Fig. 1, on the left), we
actually detect a superposition of light coming from every
part of the sample under the objective, which means a super-
position of diffraction patterns of every shape on the sample.
When the distance between the two shapes becomes smaller
than λ/2n sin θ we can not resolve the two objects anymore
[1,2].
SNOM collects light through a small aperture at the tip of
a tapered optical fiber that is scanned over the sample (Fig. 1,
on the right). The light is conducted from the sample, through
the fiber, to the detector. In our experiments, the sample was
illuminated from the outside, as shown on the right side of
Fig. 1. During the scanning, the fiber tip is at a constant and
a very small distance (of the order of few nanometers) from
the sample. The signal is collected only from a very small
portion of the sample, approximately the same size as the
aperture at the optical fiber tip. The resolution is no longer
limited by the diffraction; it depends solely on the size of the
aperture of the optical fiber [3–8].
It is worth mentioning that there is also a so-called aper-
tureless SNOM. The apertureless SNOM is not based on an
optical fiber, but on a sharp metallic tip that scans the sample.
Because the technology enables the fabrication of metallic
tips that aremuch sharper (atomic sizeSTMtips, for example)
than the optical fiber tips (∼50 nm diameter is the maximum
at the moment), this technique can potentially achieve much
better resolutions. Some interesting apertureless IR-SNOM
results have been reported [13,14].
Fig. 1. Conventional optical microscope (left) collects the light from all over
the sample; image is a superposition of diffraction patterns of every shape
on the sample. SNOM optical fiber tip (right) scans the sample, acquires the
total reflected intensity from each scan point and integrates it as one pixel
into the final image. SNOM resolution is no longer limited by the diffraction;
it depends solely on the size of the aperture of the optical fiber.
3. Experimental details
There were important experimental challenges to over-
come in order to perform successful spectroscopic IR-SNOM
experiments. For example, all the aperture SNOM setups
working with visible light use the telecommunications’ silica
optical fibers. These fibers have strong absorption in the IR
spectral region and are therefore unsuitable for IR-SNOM.
We also needed a tunable, monochromatic IR source in order
to perform spectroscopic measurements.
The fabrication of extremely high quality infrared fiber
tips is a crucial technical step in the practical realization of
our experiments. Tapered IRSNOMprobes are obtained from
single-mode, 1m long arsenic selenide fibers with a 70!m
clad thickness and a 120!mcore diameter (Fig. 2) [4,15–17].
One end of the fiber is interfaced to a InSb detector. The other
end of the fiber is chemically etched using a protective layer
etching system. The etching solutionwas 7:3 (H2O2:H2SO4).
An optical microscope is used tomonitor the etching process.
The etched tips are coated with gold using a Varian thermal
deposition system at a pressure of 10−6 Torr with the tips at
a 25◦–30◦ angle above the evaporation point source to create
an aperture. The tips are rotated to achieve a uniform coating
with a thickness of 100–125 nm [4,15–17].
Another key technical problem in IR spectroscopic SNOM
is the need for the IR source to be tunable over a broad band
and intense enough to offset the limited sub-wavelength aper-
ture transmission. The Vanderbilt University free electron
laser (FEL) is continuously tunable over a broad wavelength
range (2.1–9.8!m) and is intense and stable, therefore, ideal
for IR spectroscopic SNOM. While the use of a free elec-
tron laser source limits applications to the relatively few
researchers who can access such a device, in principle the
general technique could be applied to alternative tunable IR
laser sources. Recently interesting IR-SNOMmeasurements
have been done using a color center laser pumped by a Kr+
laser [18,19].
Fig. 2. Right side: tapered end of the chalcogenide optical fiber under a
microscope. Left side: cross-section of the fiber with its main characteristics.
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We use the shear force feedback mechanism to control
the tip-to-surface distance. Resonant (∼5KHz) lateral (x–y
plane) oscillation of the fiber is induced. When the fiber’s
tip is at a few nanometers from the sample, the amplitude
of the oscillation starts to be damped by shear forces (typi-
cally Van der Waals forces). The amplitude is monitored and
fed into a feedback loop, which then moves the tip in the z
direction (towards and from the sample) in order to always
have a constant damped amplitude of the oscillation (typi-
cally, we get the best results with 10–20% damping). SNOM
actually gives two images since the topography, similar to
that given by the AFM, is acquired simultaneously with the
optical image.
The FEL beam illuminates the specimen over a broad area
(∼1mm spot diameter) and the SNOM probe collects the
reflected light.
4. Boron nitride films results
Cubic boron nitride (c-BN) films have physical and chem-
ical properties very similar to those of diamond: extreme
hardness, excellent chemical inertness, thermal stability and
wide band gap. Cubic boron nitride is superior to diamond
in some aspects. For example, diamond is readily oxidized
at elevated temperature while c-BN is not. Recently, this
stimulated an important amount of research on c-BN films
synthesis. However, the growth of c-BN is difficult: the typi-
cal crystal phase of BN films is a mixture of the cubic and of
the hexagonal (h-BN) phase [20], which is less attractive for
industrial use.
In our experiments, BN films are grown on silicon wafers
by laser induced chemical vapor deposition (LCVD). Unde-
sired hexagonal and wurtzite crystal phases are always
Fig. 3. BN results: (a) FT-IR spectrum with the vibrational modes corresponding to three crystallographic phases; (c), (e) and (g) are spectroscopic (reflectivity)
SNOM images at the wavelengths 9.4, 7.9 and 7.41!m; (b), (d) and (f) are corresponding topographic images; (h) is a topography cross-section corresponding
to the line A–B in (d) and (g) is an intensity profile for the line C–D in (e).
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Fig. 4. Cell SNOM images: (a) shows the topography; (b), (c) and (d) are reflectivity SNOM images at the wavelengths 8.05, 6.95 and 6.1!m, respectively;
(e) shows a profile of the reflected intensity along the line A–B (in (d)), demonstrating the resolution of the order of 100 nm (or λ/60, 30 times superior to the
resolution of the conventional lens-based microscopes).
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present in the films. Our experiment targets different vibra-
tion modes corresponding to these different crystallographic
phases present in the BN film.
The FT-IR spectrum of Fig. 3a reveals indeed several
vibration modes. Of these, the features at 9.4, 7.9 and
7.4!m are associated respectively to the cubic, wurtzite and
hexagonal BN crystal phases. The spectroscopic (reflectiv-
ity) SNOM images of Fig. 3c (acquired with FEL illumi-
nating the sample with λ= 9.42!m, strongly absorbed by
c-BN), Fig. 3e (acquired with FEL illuminating the sam-
ple with λ= 7.94!m, strongly absorbed by w-BN) and
Fig. 3g (acquired with FEL illuminating the sample with
λ= 7.41!m, strongly absorbed by h-BN) clearly reveal dif-
ferences in the lateral distribution of such phases. Darker
color on these images indicates more absorption.
With our setup each scan gives simultaneously two
images: the topographic and the optical one. Fig. 3b, d
and f are, respectively, topographic images corresponding to
Fig. 3c, e and g. They show that the three scans have been
performed over the same part of the sample.
The strongest absorption from the cubic phase (Fig. 3c)
arises from the three large grains that can be seen on the
right side of the topographic images. In contrast, the wurtzite
phase (Fig. 3e) is mainly present on the left side of the image,
in the lower parts of the sample, closer to the substrate. A
weak hexagonal contribution (Fig. 3g) seems to be coming
from all over the sample. The lower intensity of the signal
can be explained if we suppose that hexagonal phase is actu-
ally on the interface with the substrate, under the layer of
the c-BN. Our results confirm similar observations reported
with other experimental techniques [20]. However, SNOM
offers several advantages over the experimental technique
used in [20]: it is completely non-destructive and provides
additional information, such as the size of the grains for exam-
ple.
Fig. 3i shows a reflected signal cross-section along the
line C–D in Fig. 3e. This cross-section shows clearly that
we achieved a resolution of at least 1!m, while the illumi-
nation wavelength was λ= 7.94!m. So, we have achieved a
resolution at least four times better than the one imposed by
the diffraction limit and accessible to the lens-based micro-
scopes. Cell results shown in this article demonstrate that the
actual resolution of our SNOM is even higher, but in these
BNsamples the distribution of different phases does not allow
sharper optical contrast.
5. SNOM with biological specimens
After successful tests with material science samples, we
found it logical to test the possibilities of this technique with
samples most commonly studied with a conventional micro-
scope: cells. In this paper, we show SNOM images of ker-
atinocyte cells (HaCaT cell line). Such cells were seeded on
glass cover slides; after 24 h the growthmediumwas removed
and the cells were fixed in paraformaldehyde and washed
twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and twice with
distilled water.
We performed the test scans targeting IR absorptions of
several chemical bonds and cell constituents. We used FEL
to illuminate the sample at different wavelengths: Fig. 4d:
λ= 6.1!m, targeting the so called amide I absorption band
(corresponding to theC Obond stretch absorption. TheC O
bond is present in all the proteins, at every link between
two amino-acids); Fig. 4c: λ= 6.95!m, wavelength strongly
absorbed by the sulfide stretch band (mainly from the cell
growth medium); Fig. 4b: λ= 8.05!m, strongly absorbed by
the phosphorus stretch band (mainly concentrated in theDNA
and the RNA). Fig. 4a shows the corresponding topography.
Darker color in Fig. 4d indicates the position of proteins.
Proteins are quite homogeneously distributed in cells and, as
expected, there is a steady absorption arising from all over
the cell. The cross-section (Fig. 4e) of the reflected signal
along the line A–B (Fig. 4d) allows us to asses the resolution
of our setup: it is of the order of 100 nm, or λ/60. This is at
least 30 times better than the diffraction limited lens-based
microscopes.
Fig. 4c also shows a steady absorption from all over the
cell, indicating that evenwashed, our cells still contain impor-
tant amounts of the cell growth medium, while the cover-slip
substrate does not.
Fig. 4b shows important absorption only on one part of
the cell (within the white circle in the figure). This is due to
the localization of the DNA inside the nucleus, which yields
a strong local absorption seen in the SNOM image. FT-IR
measurements show only a relatively low absorption at this
wavelength. Such absorption has been seen with FT-IR only
on cells during replication, possibly because of the spatial
extension increase of the nucleus [21].
6. Conclusions
Our experiments demonstrate that IR-SNOM is an
extremely powerful analytical instrument. It combines the IR
spectroscopy’s high chemical specificity with the SNOM’s
high spatial resolution. The results demonstrated that the res-
olution of our SNOM setup is around 100 nm, independent
of the wavelength. Images showing resolutions of the order
of λ/60, or at least 30 times better than the diffraction limited
lens-based microscopes, have been presented.
Boron nitride (BN) thin film results demonstrate that
SNOM has very interesting materials science applications.
IR-SNOM shows the distribution of hexagonal and cubic
phases within the sample pointing out that close to the sili-
con substrate there is a layer of h-BN, while the cubic phase
(c-BN) appears only farther from it.
The cell results demonstrate that the technique can eas-
ily be applied to biological specimens and the resolution
achieved suggests that the IR-SNOM can bring a very power-
ful insight into some of the most important bio-med research
topics.
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